ALWAYS MAKE SURE POWER IS OFF TO COMPRESSOR AND CONTACT FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER OR FACTORY FOR ADVICE BEFORE WORKING ON PRESSURE SWITCH

Drive motor

To make sure setting will not over amp compressor. Before adjusting pressure switch make contact factory.

Pressure Switch

Pressure Switch Adjustment Furnas Style
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Compressed Air Systems
Always make sure power is off to compressor and contact factory authorized service center or factory for advice.

Pressure Switch Adjustment Furnas Style

Remove hold down switch cover screw from pressure screw (brass colored) only adjust this screw.

Pressure adjustment screw (brass colored) only adjust this screw.

Do not adjust or tamper with black plastic screw.
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Pressure Switch Adjustment Furnas Style

Adjust pressure setting by turning the adjustment screw. To raise pressure, turn the screw clockwise. To lower pressure, turn the screw counterclockwise. (Do not adjust more than 1/4 turn without checking to see what the new operating pressure of the compressor is.)

Put cover back on pressure switch and tighten hold down screw.